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Abstract
In recent years, permisionless blockchains have received a lot of attention both from

industry and academia, where substantial effort has been spent to develop consensus protocols
that are secure under the assumption that less than half (or a third) of a given resource (e.g.,
stake or computing power) is controlled by corrupted parties. The security proofs of these
consensus protocols usually assume the availability of a network functionality guaranteeing
that a block sent by an honest party is received by all honest parties within some bounded
time. To obtain an overall protocol that is secure under the same corruption assumption,
it is therefore necessary to combine the consensus protocol with a network protocol that
achieves this property under that assumption. In practice, however, the underlying network
is typically implemented by flooding protocols that are not proven to be secure in the setting
where a fraction of the considered total weight can be corrupted. This has led to many
so-called eclipse attacks on existing protocols and tailor-made fixes against specific attacks.

To close this apparent gap, we present the first practical flooding protocol that provably
delivers sent messages to all honest parties after a logarithmic number of steps. We prove
security in the setting where all parties are publicly assigned a positive weight and the
adversary can corrupt parties accumulating up to a constant fraction of the total weight.
This can directly be used in the proof-of-stake setting, but is not limited to it. To prove
the security of our protocol, we combine known results about the diameter of Erdős–Rényi
graphs with reductions between different types of random graphs. We further show that the
efficiency of our protocol is asymptotically optimal.

The practicality of our protocol is supported by extensive simulations for different
numbers of parties, weight distributions, and corruption strategies. The simulations confirm
our theoretical results and show that messages are delivered quickly regardless of the weight
distribution, whereas protocols that are oblivious of the parties’ weights completely fail if the
weights are unevenly distributed. Furthermore, the average message complexity per party of
our protocol is within a small constant factor of such a protocol.

∗Work in part done while the author was at Carnegie Mellon University. Supported in part by the NSF award
1916939, DARPA SIEVE program, a gift from Ripple, a DoE NETL award, a JP Morgan Faculty Fellowship, a
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Since Nakamoto proposed the first decentralized permisionless blockchain protocol [Nak08], a
significant line of works has been done. In such protocols, one considers a setting where different
parties are weighted according to how much of a resource they own (mining power, stake, space,
etc.), and security relies on the fact that a certain fraction of the total weight (typically more
than the majority, or two thirds) is owned by the honest parties.

Current blockchain protocols typically are proven secure assuming the availability of a
multicast network, which allows each party to distribute a value among the parties within some
delivery time ∆ (see e.g. [GKL15,PS17a,DGKR18,PS18,CM19,DPS19,AMN+20,DMM+20]).
However, very little attention has been devoted to the construction of provably secure multicast
networks themselves.

In practice, the multicast network is typically implemented via a message-diffusion mechanism,
where in order for a party P to distribute a message, P sends the message to a subset of its
neighbors, who then forward the message to their neighbors and so on. The idea is that if the
graph induced by the honest parties is connected, the message will reach all the honest parties,
and if the graph has low diameter, it will reach all honest parties after only a few iterations.
Indeed, there have been works that study how to randomly select the neighbors so that the
induced graph remains connected with small diameter after removing corrupted nodes (see
e.g. [KMG03,RT19,MNT22]).

Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, currently analyzed diffusion mechanisms do
not consider weighted parties, and therefore can only be proven secure when a certain constant
fraction of the parties is honest (in particular it is not enough to assume a fraction of the total
weight is owned by honest parties). This means that when such a message diffusion mechanism
is used to build a blockchain, the overall protocol relies on both the constant-honest-fraction-of-
weight assumption and the constant-honest-fraction-of-parties assumption.

Note that for a fixed weight distribution, a bound on the corrupted weight also implies a
bound on the number of parties that can be corrupted, where this maximum is achieved by
greedily corrupting parties with the least weight first. Hence, current multicast protocols could
in principle also be used assuming only a bound on the corrupted weight. However, the message
complexity of such protocols is inversely proportional to the guaranteed honesty ratio. That
is, to still guarantee security under more corrupted parties, the remaining parties have to send
to more neighbors. In particular, this means that in many of the current weight distributions
where there are very few people owning a large fraction of the total weight, but thousands of
parties owning a tiny little fraction of the weight, the incurred concrete message complexity to
achieve security significantly blows up (see an example in Figure 1, where even for large sizes of
neighborhood sizes, the protocol fails).

The need for a practically efficient multicast network secure solely relying on the constant-
honest-fraction-of-weight assumption is therefore apparent.

1.2 Our Contributions

In this work, we investigate provably secure protocols that implement a multicast network
for the weighted setting, relying solely on the constant-honest-fraction-of-weight assumption.
Additionally, we are interested in protocols that are concretely efficient. In short, we explore the
following natural questions:

Is there a provably secure multicast protocol in the weighted setting, assuming only a
constant fraction of honest weight? And if so, is there a practically efficient one?
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Figure 1: Comparison of our WFF protocol with a weight oblivious protocol WOF that chooses a
fix number of random neighbors independently of their weight. The simulations are for n = 1024
parties with exponential weight distributions Exp(r) where the heaviest party’s weight is r times
the lightest party’s weight. Note that for Exp(1), WFF and WOF are identical. For each setting,
we consider a 50% corruption threshold, and a greedy corruption strategy where lighter parties
are corrupted first. Each simulation was repeated 10 000 times and the success rate measures
how often all parties received a single sent message.

We answer both of these questions in the affirmative by presenting the first multicast protocol
WFF (weighted fan-out flooding) that relies solely on the constant-honest-fraction-of-weight
assumption, and evaluate its practical efficiency by performing various simulations. More
concretely, we prove the following theorem:

Theorem 1 (Informal). Let κ be a security parameter, n be the number of parties, and γ ∈ [0, 1]
be the fraction of the total weight that is guaranteed to belong to honest parties. Further, let
δChannel be an upper bound on the delays of the underlying point-to-point channels. Then, WFF is
a secure flooding protocol with maximal delay ∆ :=

(
7 · log

(
6n

log(n)+κ

)
+ 2

)
· δChannel and message

complexity 2n · log(n)+κ
γ .

Note that the maximum delay and the message complexity in the theorem are independent
of the weight distribution. By naturally assigning the weights to corresponding stake quantities,
the achieved guarantees match those required in previous proof-of-stake blockchain protocols (see
e.g. [DGKR18,CM19,DMM+20]), and therefore our protocol can be used to build a blockchain
protocol from point-to-point channels without the need for any additional assumption apart
from those needed in the blockchain protocol itself.

Asymptotic optimality and practicality. Our protocol has the property that 1) parties
accumulating large amounts of weight need to send to more parties, and 2) the number of parties
that each party sends to increases logarithmically in the total number of parties. We prove
that both properties are inherent for secure flooding protocols, meaning that Theorem 1 is
asymptotically optimal. Concretely, for the first point, if a small set S (say, of constant size)
accumulates more than a γ-fraction of the weight, then this set necessarily needs to send at least
to a linear number Θ(n) of parties.

This means it is undesirable to have parties with very small weight and also to have parties
with a huge weight. A simple way to mitigate this in practice is to exclude parties with less
than Wmin weight and cap the maximal weight to Wmax. This means if we use the flooding for a
proof-of-stake blockchain, that parties with a huge amount of stake need to split their stake over
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several nodes such that none has more than Wmax weight. Parties with very little stake can still
obtain data from other nodes by requesting data from them periodically. We discuss this further
below.

Simulations. We use simulations to evaluate the practicality of our provably secure protocol.
The simulations confirm our theoretical results and also show that our protocol is practical:
Messages are diffused quickly to all parties with high success probability even when weights
are unevenly distributed. On the other hand, as our simulations also show, prior protocols—
oblivious of the parties’ weights—fail completely for neighborhood sizes for which our provably
secure protocol succeeds (see Figure 1). This in particular means that our protocol achieves
the necessary security guarantees considerably fewer number of messages than current (weight-
oblivious) protocols.

1.3 Model and Assumptions

Network and corruption model. We assume all parties have access to an underlying
network that allows them to establish point-to-point channels to other parties. We further
assume each party p is publicly assigned a weight Wp > 0 and an adversary can corrupt parties
accumulating at most a constant fraction 1− γ of the total weight. For simplicity, we consider
static corruptions in our proofs, but using the techniques from [MNT22], all our results can
be extended to security against delayed adaptive adversaries (adversaries for which there is a
delay from the time they decide to corrupt a party until the party is effectively controlled by the
adversary). Intuitively, if a corruption takes longer than the duration from the earliest point in
time an adversary can learn the neighbors of a party till the neighbors are guaranteed to have
resent the message to other parties, then adaptivity does not help the adversary prevent delivery
of any messages. However, there is significant overhead involved in proving this because the
adversary can still dynamically decide how many parties are left to guarantee delivery for. This
is why we only present proofs for a static adversary and refer to [MNT22] for techniques for how
to prove such statement.

Realising public weights from resource assumptions. Proof-of-stake blockchains rely on
a constant fraction of the stake being honest (typically more than 1/2 [DGKR18,DPS19] or more
than 2/3 [CM19]). Furthermore, a blockchain itself provides a ledger accessible by all parties
describing how much stake each party owns. Hence, it is immediate how to assign weights to
parties by simply accessing the ledger in order to instantiate the weights for our protocols.

To achieve a weight distribution for blockchain protocols that rely on a constant fraction of
the computational resources being honest [GKL15,PS17a,PS17b,PS18] one can make use of the
techniques for committee selection for such setting [PS17b,PS18]. The idea behind this is that
for long fragments of a chain with high chain-quality, the distribution of block creators is similar
to the distribution of computational resources among parties. Hence, this distribution translates
directly to a weight distribution publicly available to all parties. For techniques to achieve a
high chain-quality, see [PS17a].

Delivery to zero-weight parties. While we assume that all parties have positive weight
and parties with zero weight cannot contribute to the security of the protocol, it is still desirable
in practice to allow such parties to obtain the state of the system. This can be achieved, e.g., by
letting such parties fetch missing data from other nodes. We discuss some options in Section 5.
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Static versus dynamic weight. For simplicity, we consider for this paper the static-weight
setting, in which the weight of all parties remains fixed. When weight is instantiated with the
stake in a proof-of-stake, this might appear unrealistic. This is, however, not a real limitation
of our protocol when combined with such a blockchain. For example in [DGKR18], to prove
their protocol secure for a dynamic stake, the authors divide time into epochs where the stake
used for producing blocks remains unchanged and additionally make assumptions on the speed
that stake can between epochs. In their proofs, they note that all parties agree on the stake
distribution in a previous epoch. We note that our proofs only rely on the weight being static
for the propagation of a single message, and the time it takes to propagate a message is very
small compared to such epochs.

Practicality of complete network. We note that the assumption that any two parties can
establish a point-to-point connection between each other is indeed a reasonable assumption, e.g.,
in the proof-of-stake setting: Parties who want to participate in the protocol first need to register
their node, see, e.g., [BGK+18]. This registration process can include the node’s IP address and
further required information that allows other nodes to establish a connection with that node.

1.4 Technical Overview

Flooding protocol skeleton. Our protocol follows the basic structure of previous flooding
protocols: When a party p receive a message m for the first time, p samples a set of neighbors N
from the party set P, according to some probability distribution Np. The party then forwards
the message m to all parties in N . The crucial variable of this protocol is the distribution Np,
i.e., how parties select their peers.
Remark 1. In most practical blockchain implementations, parties do not resample their peers for
every message, but keep the connections over an extended period of time [HKZG15,MHG18].
We note that our protocol can also be used in such a fashion and all our results can be translated
to such a setting. The reason for resampling peers often is that against a delayed adaptive
adversary [MNT22], security can only be guaranteed if the corruption delay is longer than
the time peers keep their connections. Hence, resampling more often provides better security
guarantees.

Dependency of neighborhood selection on weight distribution. It is clear that to
achieve efficient results, one must make use of the overall weight distribution to decide whether
a party pi forwards the message to party pj . What is perhaps less clear, is what the required
amount of dependency is. We here argue intuitively that the neighborhood selection must depend
(at least) on both the weights of pi and pj : Consider a weight distribution where pi’s weight is
overwhelming, and there are many parties with very little weight (including pj). In this case,
the adversary has corruption budget to corrupt all parties except for pi and pj . Therefore, in
order to guarantee that an honest pj receives the message, pi must send to that party with
probability 1. Consequently, the neighborhood selection distribution Npi must depend on pi’s
weight. It follows via an analogous argument that pi must send to pj if the latter’s weight is
overwhelming. Hence, the probability to choose pj in Np must also depend on pj ’s weight.

A simple inefficient solution. From the above observations, we see that the neighborhood
distribution must depend on both the weights Wi of pi and Wj of pj . A simple idea is to let
each party pi internally emulate Wpi parties, and then run a traditional unweighted flooding
protocol among W = ∑

p Wp nodes, where two nodes are connected with some probability ρ. By
properties of Erdős–Rényi graphs, this leads to a secure flooding protocol [MNT22]. Note that
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the probability that a node from pi is connected to a node from pj depends on both weights Wpi

and Wpj , namely 1− (1− ρ)Wpi ·Wpj .
However, the resulting protocol is highly inefficient, since it has a message complexity that

depends on the total sum of the weights W , rather than the number of parties. Note that in
current proof-of-stake systems, the total stake is in the order of billions, so any dependency on
the total weight is highly undesirable.

Scaling invariance. The simple protocol from above not only is inefficient if the total weight is
large, it also has the undesirable property that the efficiency depends on the “unit” of the weight:
If we multiply everybody’s weight by 100, the overall number of messages increases substantially,
even though this scaling has no effect on the possible corruptions. We thus postulate that
practical protocols should be invariant under such weight scalings.

A simple fix seems to be to normalize the weight distribution by dividing every party’s
weight by the weight of the lightest party. This, however, introduces two issues: First, since the
number of internally emulated nodes must be an integer, this division leads to rounding issues,
with implications for the security argument. Secondly, introducing an additional extremely light
party now has a massive impact on the efficiency, even though this additional party does not
substantially change the possible corruptions.

A first theoretical protocol. Our first technical theoretical contribution is a new simple
way to choose the neighbors in the flooding protocol. More precisely, we generalize the approach
above and show that it is actually enough to emulate a number of nodes that is proportional to
the total number of parties (rather than the total weight).

For that, we introduce the notion of an emulation-function E : P → N \ {0}. According to
the emulation function, we let each party p internally emulate E(p) ≥ 1 different nodes, in a
graph consisting of nE := ∑

p E(p) nodes. As explained above, the basic idea is to create an
Erdős–Rényi graph on the emulated graph with nE nodes and edge-probability ρ. Then, we say
that a party pi forwards the message to pj if any of the emulated nodes from pi is connected
to any of the emulated nodes from pj . This means that the probability that pi forwards the
message to pj is 1− (1− ρ)E(pi)·E(pj).

We then consider the emulation function E(p) = ⌈αp · n⌉, where αp is p’s fraction of the
total weight. That is, we let each party emulate a number of nodes proportional to the number
of parties scaled by the party’s relative weight. Note that the ceiling ensure that each party
emulates at least one node. We then prove that by choosing ρ appropriately such that the
unweighted subgraph emulated by honest parties remains connected with low diameter, we
obtain a flooding protocol with message complexity O((log(n) + κ) ·n · γ−1) and time complexity
O(log(n) · δChannel).

A practical protocol. Although the method described above is intuitive and gives us
asymptotically good complexities, it is very far from being practical. In particular, the protocol
requires every party to locally flip Ω(n) coins for each message. Similar to current protocols
deployed in practice, we would like to have a protocol that instead chooses a fixed set of neighbors
(possibly dependent on the weight distribution, but nothing else), and provide provable security
for it.

We propose a protocol where each party p chooses to send to K = k ·E(p) = k ·⌈αp ·n⌉ distinct
parties (for a parameter k), according to a weighted sampling without replacement [BHPS18].
More precisely, p chooses K parties, where the probability to choose a certain tuple1 of parties

1The probability to choose the unordered neighborhood set N = {q1, . . . , qK} is the sum over the probabilities
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(q1, . . . , qK) (among the set of parties P \ {p}) is

Pr[(q1, . . . , qK)] =
K∏

i=1

E(qi)
nE − E(p)− E(q1)− · · · − E(qi−1) .

We show that this practical protocol has the same asymptotic guarantees as the first protocol
above.

Importance of emulation function. Even though that this protocol is so simple that it can
be described in a few lines, it is by no means trivial. In fact, it is crucial for the correctness of
the protocol that the emulation function is used to determine both the number of neighbors and
the distribution of these neighbors.

To see that it is crucial to use the emulation function to decide how many neighbors each
party should choose, consider a small change to the protocol, namely send to K = k · αp · n
parties (instead of K = k · E(p)). Now, consider a sender p with a small fraction of the total
weight αp, and let us estimate the parameter k to ensure that this p sends to at least one honest
party. As any party potentially could be corrupt it must be that p sends to more than just one
neighbor. Hence, it must be that k > 1

αp·n , just to ensure this very minimal requirement. A
rough bound on the message complexity of such protocol would be ∑p′ k · αp′ · n > 1

αp
, which is

impractical if αp is small.
To see that it is crucial to weigh the selection of neighbors with the emulation function, we

consider another small change to the protocol, namely to select parties weighted by their weight
instead of the emulation function. Now, consider a weight distribution where just one party p
has a very small fraction of the total weight and all others having roughly equal weight. Note,
that for any party choosing less than n neighbors the probability that p is chosen as a neighbor
becomes arbitrarily small for a decreasing αp. Hence, to ensure that p receives a message this
would induce a quadratic message complexity which is impractical.

Security proof. Proving security of such a protocol in the weighted setting directly is non-
trivial for two reasons: First, the choices of whether to send to a neighbor or not are not
independent. Secondly, the fact that the choices are according to an arbitrary weight distribution
makes the analysis considerably harder than traditional graph-theoretic results that consider the
non-weighted setting. Instead of providing a direct graph-theoretic analysis, we give a security
proof via a sequence of intermediate protocols, essentially relating the success probability of
the first protocol above based on Erdős–Rényi graphs to the practical protocol. This leads to
Theorem 1.

1.5 Current State of the Art and Related Work

Flooding networks in a Byzantine setting. [KMG03] was the first to relate probabilistic
gossiping to the connectivity of the induced graph. They considered (1− γ) · n out of n parties
failing and showed that each party needs to forward a message with probability ρ > log(n)+κ

γ·n to
any other party to ensure that messages are delivered to all non-failing parties with a probability
overwhelming in κ.

[MNT22] observed that against an adversary capable of adaptively corrupting up to t parties,
any flooding network where each party sends to less than t neighbors is inherently insecure (an
adversary can simply corrupt all neighbors of a sender). To mitigate this problem and achieve
a protocol secure against a Byzantine adaptive adversary, [MNT22] formalized the notion of

of all permuted tuples.
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a delayed adversary (informally introduced by [PS17b]) for which there is a delay from the
time the adversary decides to corrupt a party until the party is effectively controlled by the
adversary. In this setting, they showed that against an adversary delayed for the time it takes
to send a message plus the time it takes to resend a message, it is sufficient to on average send
to Ω((log(n) + κ) · γ−1) neighbors to achieve a flooding protocol that with an overwhelming
probability in κ has O(log(n)) round complexity for n parties with at most (1 − γ) · n of the
parties being corrupted. In this work, we match the theoretical performance of their flooding
protocol with a practical protocol that only relies a γ fraction of the weight remaining honest,
which is more relevant in the blockchain setting.

Kadcast [RT19] is a recent flooding protocol specifically designed for blockchains. Interestingly,
they claim that structured networks are inherently more efficient than unstructured networks
and propose a structured protocol with O(log n) neighbors and O(log n) steps to propagate a
message, which is similar to what we achieve using an unstructured network. It is unclear how
their protocol performs under Byzantine failures. Further, we note that structured networks are
inherently vulnerable to attacks by adaptive adversaries.

A different line of work [MMR99,MPS01,MS03] considers how to propagate updates in a
database using gossip where at most t of the processors may be corrupted. The setting is however
different from ours as they assume that at least t honest parties get the update as input initially,
and only updates input to some honest processor can be accepted by the other processors.

Probabilistic communication have also been used to improve the communication complex-
ity for both multi-party-computation (MPC) [CCG+15] and Byzantine broadcast [TLP20].
In [CCG+15], communication between honest parties is assumed to be hidden from the ad-
versary. This is exploited by constructing a random communication network with an average
polylogarithmic degree based on Erdős–Rényi graphs. They thereby achieve a MPC protocol
with low communication locality that is secure against a fully adaptive adversary. [TLP20]
combines the classic broadcast protocol by Dolev and Strong [DS83] with gossiping based upon
Erdős–Rényi-graphs to obtain the first broadcast algorithm with a sub-cubic communication
complexity for a dishonest majority. Using similar techniques and assuming a trusted setup they
also achieve an asymptotically optimal communication complexity for parallel broadcast.

A different line of work considers the problems of MPC and Agreement on incomplete com-
munication networks [DPPU88,Upf94,KSSV06,GO08,CGO10,CGO15,JRV20]. To circumvent
complexity bounds for fully adaptive adversaries, the seminal work of [DPPU88] introduced the
problem of almost-everywhere agreement as a relaxation of agreement where not all nodes are
required to be consistent, but a small number of nodes are allowed to be inconsistent. Since
then, the relaxation has also been extended to MPC [GO08], and different aspects of solutions
to this problem have been continuously improved [Upf94, KSSV06, CGO10, CGO15, JRV20].
Notably, [KSSV06] used probabilistic communication to increase the number of consistent parties,
and [CGO15] used Erdős–Rényi graphs with a diameter of 2 to obtain a construction secure
not only against adaptive corruptions but also an adversary allowed to adaptively remove some
communication links. In our work nodes are also of bounded degree, but contrary to this line of
work we work in a slightly weaker adversarial model which allows us to ensure correctness for
all parties.

Attacks on the network layers of blockchains. Attacks on network layers of blockchains
are not only a theoretical concern. In fact, several works [HKZG15,AZV17,MHG18,TCM+20]
have shown that it has been possible to launch eclipsing attacks2 against nodes in the Bitcoin
network and the Ethereum network.

2An attack where an adversary tricks an honest party into talking only with adversarial parties. It is thereby
possible for the adversary to manipulate the honest node in various ways.
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Bitcoin’s peer-to-peer network works by letting each node in the network maintain 8 outgoing
connections and up to 117 incoming connections. This is clearly insecure when considering a
resource-constrained adversary instead of a traditional adversary (as the probability of only
connecting to adversarial nodes can be arbitrarily high). Additional to this inherent insecurity,
[HKZG15] showed how to eclipse a node that is already a part of an existing honest network
by exploiting a bias in the way a peer selects its outgoing connections. They launched such an
attack with only 4600 bots and achieved 85% success probability to actually eclipse a targeted
node.

By default, a node in the Ethereum peer-to-peer network selects 13 outgoing connections
contrary to the 8 that is the default in Bitcoin. Hence, one might be led to believe that it
is more difficult to eclipse an Ethereum node than a Bitcoin node. However, in a Ethereum
neighbors are selected using a distance measure that is based on nodes’ public keys. Exploiting
that in a prior version of the Ethereum client a single computer was allowed to run several
nodes, [MHG18] showed that just a single computer can be used to mount an attack by creating
multiple carefully selected public keys.

[AZV17] showed that BGP-Hijacking can also be used to eclipse Bitcoin nodes. However,
we note that such attack is immediately observable as an adversary will need to announce a
false BGP prefix publicly. In [TCM+20], it was shown that a stealthier version of such an attack
in can also be launched against a Bitcoin node by additionally influencing how a bitcoin node
selects its outgoing connections. We note that such attacks are attacks on the infrastructure of
the internet, and therefore fall outside the scope of our model.

We note that the attacks presented in [HKZG15,MHG18,TCM+20] all rely on exploiting
the heuristics used to select outgoing connections for nodes in the peer-to-peer network. Hence,
such attacks would not have been possible if, instead of heuristics a provably secure protocol
(such as the one presented in this work) had been deployed.

Detecting eclipse attacks. As a way of mitigating attacks on the network layer a line of
work considers the possibility of detecting eclipse attacks [XGS+20,ZTA21,ARV+21]. [XGS+20]
provide a method for using supervised learning to detect eclipsing attacks based on the metadata
in packages. We note that this method is only as good as its data set for training, and hence
cannot be used to detect attacks in general. A different approach is to try to detect eclipse
attacks based on the absence of new blocks [ZTA21,ARV+21]. However, this method has the
drawback that it becomes arbitrarily slow as the fraction of resources controlled by an adversary
approaches 50%, and even for small values, it takes upwards of 3 hours to detect. Finally, it has
been considered to detect eclipse attacks using an additional overlay gossip protocol [ARV+21].
However, contrary to this work this is not proven to work but rather demonstrated to work
empirically.

Consequences of eclipse attacks. If a party is eclipsed it is immediate that security proofs
that rely on guaranteed message delivery no longer apply. Several works have shown that eclipse
attacks do not only invalidate the security proofs but actually invalidate the actual security of
blockchain protocols [HKZG15,NKMS16,ZL19]. Eclipsing can be used to invalidate the total order
that blockchain provides and thereby allow double-spend attacks [HKZG15], amplify the rewards
from selfish mining [NKMS16], and dramatically speed up ”stake-bleeding”-attacks [ZL19].

The Generals’ Scuttlebutt: Byzantine-Resilient Gossip Protocols [CKMR22]. Con-
current with and independent of our work, [CKMR22] considered the problem of designing a
message diffusion mechanism based on the majority of honest stake assumption. The main focus
of that paper is to design a network protocol specifically for the Ouroboros Praos consensus
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protocol [DGKR18]. To mitigate a specific denial-of-service attack possible in that protocol
(and related proof-of-stake protocols), the authors propose a mechanism that relies on long-lived
connections between parties to synchronize chains instead of generically diffusing messages. A
consequence of these long-lived connections between parties is that an adaptive adversary can
eclipse a set of honest parties. Because their ideal functionality allows such eclipsing, the func-
tionality is different from the assumed functionality of [DGKR18] (and thereby the functionality
implemented in this work), and the authors argue in [CKMR22] that security of [DGKR18] can
be proven using this new functionality. In contrast to that, the focus of our work is to realize the
flooding functionality without eclipsing assumed by most existing blockchain protocols. Hence,
while some techniques are similar, the results of [CKMR22] are mostly orthogonal to our work.

1.6 Outline of the Paper

In Section 2, we introduce the model for which our results hold as well as introduce notation and
basic graph definitions that are used in the remainder of the paper. In Section 3, we present our
practical flooding protocol and prove it secure based on the constant-honest-fraction-of-weight
assumption. In Section 4, we present theoretical lower bounds showing that our protocol is
asymptotically optimal, as well as discuss practical implications of these bounds. In Section 5,
we present two solutions for obtaining delivery to parties with zero weight. Finally, in Section 6,
we evaluate the performance of our protocol using simulations.

2 Preliminaries and Model

2.1 Preliminaries

We will use κ to denote the security parameter of our protocols. We will write A
$← D to sample

the value A from the distribution D and use the infix notation ∼ to denote that two random
variables are distributed identically. We will let B(n, ρ) denote the binomial distribution with
parameters n and ρ, and U(A) denote the uniform distribution on a set A. We denote by log x
the natural logarithm of x. In our proofs we will write RHS and LHS to refer to respectively the
right hand side and left hand side of (in)equalities.

Graphs. We use standard notation for graphs and let G = (V, E) be a graph with nodes V and
edges E. An edge can be either directed in which case we will write (v, z) to denote the edge from
v to z, or undirected in which case we will write {v, z} to denote the edge between the two nodes.
We write dist(v, z) to denote the shortest distance between two nodes v and z. Further, we use
the shorthand notation MaxDist(G, v) ≜ maxz∈V dist(v, z) for the maximum distance from v to
any node in a graph G = (V, E), and the following notation Diam(G) ≜ maxv∈V MaxDist(G, v)
for the diameter of a graph G.

We also define Erdős–Rényi graphs and digraphs.

Definition 1 (Erdős–Rényi (di)graphs). An Erdős–Rényi (di)graph is an (di)graph G = (V, E)
where all possible edges are present with an independent probability ρ. That is for any v, z ∈ V ,
we have Pr[{v, z} ∈ E] = ρ for Erdős–Rényi graphs and Pr[(v, z) ∈ E] = ρ for digraphs.
To sample such a graph G with |V| = η, we write G

$← GER(η, ρ) and for the directed case
G

$← G →
ER

(η, ρ).

Basic equalities and inequalities. For completeness, we restate some basic equalities and
inequalities which we will use in our proofs.
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Lemma 1 (Binomial formula). For x, y ∈ R and n ∈ N

(x + y)n =
n∑

k=0
xn−k · yk.

Lemma 2 (Bernoulli’s inequality). For r ∈ R \ (0, 1) and x ≥ −1

1 + r · x ≤ (1 + x)r .

Lemma 3 (Exponential inequality). For y ≥ 1 and |x| ≤ 1(
1 + x

y

)y

≤ ex.

Lemma 4 (Chernoff bound). Let X1, . . . , Xn be independent random variables with Xi ∈ {0, 1}
for all i, and let µ := E

[∑n
i=1 Xi

]
. We then have for all δ ∈ [0, 1],

Pr
[

n∑
i=1

Xi ≤ (1− δ)µ
]
≤ e− δ2µ

2 and Pr
[

n∑
i=1

Xi ≥ (1 + δ)µ
]
≤ e− δ2µ

3 .

2.2 Parties, Weight, Adversary and Communication Network

We let P denote the static set of parties for which our protocols will work. For convenience we
let n := |P| and let H ⊆ P be the set of parties that are honest.

We assume that a public weight is assigned to each party. We let Wp denote the weight
assigned to party p, and let αp := Wp∑

p∈P Wp
i.e., the fraction of the total weight assigned to

party p.
We allow an adversary to corrupt any subset of the parties such that the remaining set of

honest parties together constitutes more than a γ ∈ (0, 1] fraction of the total weight. Formally,
we assume that ∑

p∈H
αp ≥ γ, (1)

and that all parties have a non-zero positive weight i.e. ∀p ∈ P, Wp > 0.3 We will refer to this
assumption as the honest weight assumption. For simplicity, we consider a static adversary,
although our results also hold against a so-called delayed-adaptive adversary [MNT22], where
the corruptions can be adaptively chosen but only happen after a certain amount of time.

Parties P have access to a complete network of point-to-point authenticated channels that
guarantee delivery within a bounded delay. Concretely, we assume that all channels ensure
delivery within δChannel time.

3 Weighted Flooding
In this section we present a practical and provably secure flooding protocol WFF (weighted
fan-out flooding) that only relies on the honest weight assumption. Before doing so we first
present our definition of a flooding protocol in Section 3.1. Then, in Section 3.2 we present a
generic skeleton for flooding protocols that is parameterized by the way parties selects their
neighbors, instantiate this skeleton in order to obtain our practical protocol (WFF), and prove

3For a discussion of the necessity of the zero-weight requirement see Section 4 and for methods to anyway
achieve delivery to such zero-weight parties see Section 5. .
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that it is sufficient to consider the way neighbors are selected in order to derive security of a
protocol. We use this skeleton to define our theoretical flooding protocol that is secure based
upon each party emulating a number of nodes proportional to their weight in an Erdős–Rényi
graph (Section 3.3). Finally, in Section 3.4 we use two intermediary protocols in order to derive
the security of WFF from our theoretical protocol.

3.1 Properties of Flooding Protocols

Below we give our property based definition of a flooding protocol.4

Definition 2. Let Π be a protocol executed by parties P, where each party p ∈ P can input a
message at any time, and as a consequence all parties get a message as output. We say that
Π is a ∆-flooding protocol if the two properties hold with a probability overwhelming in the
security parameter κ for each message m:

1) If m is input by an honest party for the first time at time τ , then by time τ + ∆ it is
ensured that all other honest parties output m.

2) If m is output by an honest party at time τ , then by time τ + ∆ it is ensured that all
honest parties output m.

Note that this definition subsumes the assumptions that many blockchain protocols rely on
[GKL15,PS17a,DGKR18,PS18,CM19,DMM+20]. To the best of our knowledge only [DMM+20]
relies on both Properties 1) and 2), whereas the other works only rely solely on Property 1).
However, as Property 2) essentially comes for free for the type of protocols we consider (each
party will forward everything they receive and thereby act as if they themselves send the message)
we have chosen to include it in our definition. Furthermore, because of this structure of our
protocols, it is sufficient to bound the probability of Property 1) in order to show that our
protocols are in fact flooding protocols according to the definition. For our proofs and lemma
statements, it is, therefore, useful to define notation for the predicate that a message input to an
honest party for the first time is delivered respecting the delivery bound for a flooding protocol,
which is what we encapsulate in the predicate below.

Definition 3 (Timely delivery). For a message m that is input for the first time at an honest
party at time τ we say that m is ∆-timely-delivered if all honest parties have output m no later
than time τ + ∆. We let Timelym(∆) denote the induced predicate.

Similarly, for a message m that is input for the first time at an honest party, we define the
message complexity as the number of messages sent by honest parties until all honest parties
output m. Looking ahead, since our protocols only consist of forwarding the initial message m,
the total message complexity is simply |m| times the message complexity.

Mitigating denial-of-service attacks. It is immediate that any protocol that lives up to
the definition of a flooding protocol, as given above, is open to denial-of-service attacks. An
adversary can simply flood arbitrary messages until the bandwidth is exceeded. This is possible
because the definition requires all messages to be forwarded. To prevent such attacks, it is
natural to consider a notion of validity and only require the delivery guarantees to apply for
“valid” messages. Concretely, one could let each party p ∈ P have an updatable local predicate

4Note that for protocols with no secrecy (each event is leaked to the adversary), and for functionalities that
give the adversary full control while respecting these properties a simulation-based security notion is directly
implied by the property-based definition. For flooding networks, this technique is used in the proofs in [MNT22].
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Validp and only require that messages that are considered valid by all parties for ∆ after being
input/output for the first time should be propagated.

For clarity of presentation, we have left this out of our definition and protocols. However, we
note that it is easy to accommodate our protocols to such notion by letting each party check if a
message is valid before propagating it. We note that with such modification, all our proofs and
lemmas still hold for messages that are considered valid by all parties for at least ∆ after they
are input/output.

3.2 A Skeleton For Flooding Protocols

We now present a skeleton for our flooding algorithm. The structure of the protocol is very
similar to the protocols proposed in [MNT22], but contrary to their protocols our protocol takes
an additional parameter N , which is an algorithm that allows each party to sample a set of
neighbors. We refer to this parameter as the neighborhood selection algorithm.

The protocol accepts two commands: One for sending and one for checking which messages
have been received. Once a send command is issued to a party, the party will forward the
message to a set of neighbors that are determined using the neighborhood selection algorithm.
Furthermore, once a message is received on a point-to-point channel the receiver checks if the
message has already been relayed and if not it forwards the message to a set of neighbors that is
again selected using the neighborhood selection algorithm.

Protocol πFlood(N )

We use Np to denote the neighborhood distribution of party p. Each party pi ∈ P keeps
track of a set of relayed messages Relayedi which will also be used to keep track of which
messages party pi has received.

Initialize: Initially, each party pi sets Relayedi := ∅.

Send: When pi receives (Send, m), they sample a set of neighbors N
$← Np and forwards

the message to all parties in N . Finally, they set Relayedi := Relayedi ∪ {m}.

Get Messages: When pi receives (GetMessages) they return Relayedi.

When party pi receives message m on a point-to-point channel where m ̸∈ Relayedi, pi

continues as if they had received (Send, m). Otherwise, m is ignored.

Looking ahead and as an example of a neighborhood selection algorithm we present our
practical and provably secure neighborhood selection algorithm.

3.2.1 A Practical Neighborhood Selection Algorithm

Our algorithm WFS(E, k) (abbreviation for “Weighted Fan-out Selection”) takes two parameters:
a function E : P → N that allows to take stake into account when deciding how many neighbors
each party should select and a parameter k that scales this number.

The idea of the algorithm is that each party p chooses K := k · E(p) number of neighbors
(excluding themselves). The neighbors are chosen according to weighted sampling without
replacement [BHPS18] where each party again is being weighted with E. More precisely, party
p chooses K neighbors from P \ {p}, and the probability to choose the tuple of neighbors
(q1, . . . , qK) is defined as:
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Pr [(q1, . . . , qK)] =
K∏

i=1

E(qi)∑
q∈P\{p,q1,...,qi−1} E(q) .

The probability to choose a certain neighborhood set {q1, . . . , qK} is then the sum over the
probabilities over all the permuted tuples. We denote by W(K, E, p) the resulting distribution.

Algorithm WFSp(E, k)

1: Let N := ∅.
2: Set K := k · E(p).
3: Sample N

$←W(K, E, p).
4: return N .

Our final protocol is the protocol obtained by instantiating the flooding skeleton πFlood with
the neighborhood selection algorithm WFS that again is to be instantiated with the function
E(p) := ⌈αp · n⌉. We name this protocol the weighted fan-out flooding protocol and use the
abbreviation WFF(k) := πFlood(WFS(E, k)) for E(p) := ⌈αp · n⌉. In Sections 3.3 and 3.4 it will
become apparent why this exact choice of function is advantageous and ensures a secure protocol,
but for now we simply state our final theorem which states that WFF is in fact a flooding
protocol with a logarithmic round complexity and a low message complexity.

Theorem 2. Let ∆ :=
(
7 · log

(
6n

log(n)+κ

)
+ 2

)
· δChannel. Then WFF

(
log(n)+κ

γ

)
is a ∆-flooding

protocol with message complexity less than 2n · log(n)+κ
γ .

3.2.2 The Honest Sending Process

To prove security of WFF we will relate the security of WFF to a series of other protocol which
will all take the structure of πFlood but use different neighborhood selection algorithms. Hence,
we would like to be able to relate the security of the overall flooding protocol to just the
neighborhood selection algorithm used. To do so we first define a random process for creating a
graph where each honest party is a node, given a family of neighborhood selection algorithms
N , a starting party p, and a distance λ. The intuition is that this process mimics the worst-case
behavior of the adversary during a sending process starting from party p. However, separating
this into a process without adversarial influence allows us to relate probabilistic experiments
without taking into account the choices of an adversary which could have a strategy that depends
on parts of the outcome of the experiments.

Definition 4. Let N be a family of neighborhood selection algorithms, let p ∈ H, and let λ ∈ N
be a distance. We let the honest sending process, HSP(p,N , λ), be a random process that returns
a directed graph G = (V, E) defined by the following random procedure:

1. Initially, E := ∅. Furthermore, we keep track of set Flipped := ∅ that consists of
nodes that have already had their outgoing edges decided, and a first-in-first-out queue
ToBeFlipped := {(p, 0)} of nodes and their distance from p that are to have their edges
decided.

2. The process proceeds with the following until ToBeFlipped == ∅.

(a) Take out the first element of ToBeFlipped and let it be denoted by (p′, i).

(b) Let N
$← Np′ and set N := N ∩H.
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(c) Update the set of edges E := E∪{(p′, p′′) | p′′ ∈ N} and let Flipped := Flipped∪{p′}.
(d) If i + 1 < λ, for all p′′ ∈ N \ Flipped add (p′′, i + 1) to ToBeFlipped.

3. Finally, return G = (H, E).

Next, we are interested in bounding the probability that a message is delivered within the
time guaranteed by the flooding algorithm in terms of the probability that there is a low distance
to all parties from the sender. We show that the probability that πFlood ensures timely delivery
for a message is lower-bounded by the probability that the honest sending process results in
a graph where the sender can reach all other honest nodes within a certain number of steps.
The basic idea of the proof is to construct a random graph by letting each party be a node and
include a directed edge from one party to another if a message is sent and delivered before time
λ · δChannel. We then show how the randomness from this experiment can be used to define HSP
and relate the two graphs.

Lemma 5. Let N be a family of neighborhood selection algorithms, let p ∈ H, and let λ ∈ N be
a distance. Further, let m be a message that is input to p for the first time during the execution
of πFlood(N ) and let G

$← HSP(p,N , λ). Then,

Pr[MaxDist(G, p) ≤ λ] ≤ Pr[Timelym(λ · δChannel)]. (2)

Proof. To see this we consider a another graph G′ = (V ′, E′) where each honest party is a node
(i.e., V ′ = H) and there is an edge (pi, pj) ∈ E′ from party pi to pj if and only if pj received
the message m from pi before time τ + λ · δChannel. In this graph, it is clear that the delivery
guarantee is satisfied for any node with an incoming edge. In particular if MaxDist(G′, p) ≤ λ
then Timelym(λ · δChannel). It is hence sufficient to argue that MaxDist(G′, p) ≤ λ stochastically
dominates MaxDist(G, p) ≤ λ. We show this via a straightforward coupling between the two
graphs via a graph G̃ = (H, Ẽ), namely by first constructing G′ and then constructing G̃ by
duplicating the edges from E′ for all parties within distance λ− 1 of p to also appear in Ẽ. It is
clear that the Ẽ ⊆ E′ and hence that MaxDist(G̃, p) ≤ λ =⇒ MaxDist(G′, p) ≤ λ. Therefore,
what is left is only to argue that G ∼ G̃. Observe that any node that receives the message at
the latest at τ + (λ− 1) · δChannel is ensured to have edges added corresponding to N in G′ and
hence also to G̃. Furthermore, for any d ∈ N at time τ + d · δChannel any node at distance d from
the sender will get the message delivered and thereby select their neighbors. Therefore all nodes
at distance λ− 1 will have all their edges added to the graph G̃ and hence G ∼ G̃.

Lemma 5 ensures that it is sufficient to consider neighborhood selection algorithms and prove
that graphs constructed via the honest sending process has a low distance from the sender to all
other parties.

3.3 A Theoretical Protocol: Emulating Nodes in Erdős–Rényi Graphs

Our central idea for achieving a flooding network that relies on the honest weight assumption
is to let each party emulate a number of nodes proportional to their weight in a hypothetical
Erdős–Rényi graph. We will refer to this hypothetical graph as the emulated graph. Now,
our idea is that if there is an edge between an emulated node v and another emulated node
z corresponds to that the party emulating node v should forward the message to the party
emulating z. Our goal is now to ensure each honest party emulates at least one node and that
the emulated graph has a low diameter, as this will result in that all parties will receive the
message quickly.
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Concretely, we introduce a function E : P → N \ {0} which for each party determines how
many nodes this party should act as in the emulated graph. We refer to this function as the
emulation function.5 For such emulation function we define notation for the number of emulated
nodes nE and the number of honest nodes that are emulated hE:

nE ≜
∑
p∈P

E(p) and hE ≜
∑
p∈H

E(p).

Before looking at how to choose an emulation function, let us present how the idea leads to
a very simple algorithm for selecting neighbors by letting the emulated graph take the form of
an Erdős–Rényi graph. We let ρ denote the probability that there should be an edge between
any two nodes in the emulated graph. The probability that party pi should forward a message
to party pj is:

Pr[pi should forward a message to pj ]
:= Pr[exists edge from any of pi’s emulated nodes to any of pj ’s]
= 1− Pr[there are no edges between any of pi and pj ’s emulated nodes]
= 1− (1− Pr[there is an edge between any two emulated nodes)E(pi)·E(pj)

= 1− (1− ρ)E(pi)·E(pj).

(3)

This gives rise to the following family of neighbor selection algorithms indexed by a party
p ∈ P and parameterized by an emulation function E and an edge probability ρ.

Algorithm ER-Emulationp(E, ρ)

1: Let N := ∅.
2: Let P := P \ p.
3: while P ̸= ∅ do
4: Pick r ∈ P .
5: Sample c

$← U([0, 1]).
6: if c ≤ 1− (1− ρ)E(p)·E(r)) then
7: Update N := N ∪ {r}.
8: Update P := P \ {r}.
9: return N .

Relating Erdős–Rényi graphs and the honest sending process. We now formalize the
intuition that given that an emulated graph is “well connected” then the graph from the honest
sending process is also “well connected”. In particular, we relate the probability that the distance
in a directed Erdős–Rényi graph is large to the probability that the distance from the sender is
large in the honest sending process. The basic idea of the proof is to use Equation (3) and a
mapping between the nodes of Erdős–Rényi graph and the honest parties to define both graph
distributions in terms of the same random experiment. We then observe that the edges that are
relevant for the distance in Erdős–Rényi graphs are also included in the graph arising from the
honest sending process.

5For a function to be an emulation function, we require that all parties should emulate at least 1 node, which
is why the codomain of the function is defined to be N \ {0}.
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Lemma 6. Let ρ ∈ [0, 1], let λ ∈ N, let p ∈ H, and let E : P → N\{0} be an emulation function.
Further, let G1

$← HSP(p, ER-Emulation(E, ρ), λ) and let G2
$← G →

ER
(hE, ρ). Then for any node

v ∈ V we have,
Pr[MaxDist(G2, v) ≤ λ] ≤ Pr[MaxDist(G1, p) ≤ λ]. (4)

Proof. Let v ∈ V. We define a simple coupling between the two graphs, G1 and G2 = (V, E2),
via a new graph G̃1 = (H, Ẽ1).

Before defining the coupling itself we define some additional notation. We define a mapping
m : H → 2V that maps each honest party to a set of nodes via the emulation function. That
is for each party p′ ∈ H we define m(p′) to be a set of parties

{
zp′

1
, . . . , zp′

E(p′)

}
such that for

any two parties pi, pj ∈ H we have that their sets of emulated nodes are non-overlapping, i.e.,
m(pi)∩m(pj) = ∅. Further, we define it such that v ∈ m(p). Note that ⋃p′∈H m(p′) = V . Similarly,
we will use m−1 : V → H to find the party that “emulates” a particular node. We now define our
coupling via the following random process that mimics the honest sending process closely.

1. Initially, sample G2 = (V, E2) $← G →
ER

(hE, ρ) and let Ẽ1 := ∅. Furthermore, we keep track
of set Flipped := ∅ that consists of nodes that have already had their outgoing edges
decided, and a first-in-first-out queue ToBeFlipped := {(p, 0)} of nodes and their distance
from p that are to have their edges decided.

2. The process proceeds with the following until ToBeFlipped == ∅.

(a) Take out the first element of ToBeFlipped and let it be denoted by (p′, i).
(b) We now update the neighborhood of p′ by looking at the edges from the emulated

nodes of party p′ i.e., we set N :=
{(

p′, m−1(z)
)
| w ∈ m(p′) ∧ (w, z) ∈ E2

}
\ {(p′, p′)}.

(c) Now, update the set of edges E := E ∪ {(p′, p′′) | p′′ ∈ N} and let Flipped :=
Flipped ∪ {p′}.

(d) Furthermore, if i+1 < λ then for all p′′ ∈ N \Flipped add (p′′, i+1) to ToBeFlipped.

3. Finally, return G̃1 = (H, Ẽ1).

That G1 ∼ G̃1 follows from Equation (3). It is thus left to show that MaxDist(G2, v) ≤ λ =⇒
MaxDist(G̃1, p) ≤ λ. We prove this by proving the contrapositive statement, MaxDist(G̃1, p) >
λ =⇒ MaxDist(G2, v) > λ. Assuming the LHS of the implication we get that there exists some
party p′ ∈ H that is not within distance λ of p. Now let z ∈ m(p′) be a node that is emulated
by p′ (we know that such exists by the definition of the emulation function) and let us show
that z is not within distance of v. For the sake of contradiction assume that z in fact is within
distance λ of v. However, any path in G2 of length at most λ from v induces a path in the G̃1
by applying m−1 to the path. When pruned for duplicate nodes this path in G̃1 is at most as
long as the path in G2, and hence we have a contradiction.

Next, we show that the probability that a particular node can reach all other nodes within a
certain distance in a directed Erdős–Rényi graph is lower-bounded by the probability that an
undirected Erdős–Rényi graph has a high diameter. The idea of the proof is to define a coupling
between the two graphs such that the edges that are relevant for the distance from the particular
node in the directed are ensured to have undirected counterparts included in the undirected
graph. It follows that any path starting from this node in directed graph translates to a similar
path in undirected graph.
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Lemma 7. Let ρ ∈ [0, 1], let λ ∈ N and let η ∈ N. Further, let G1 = (V1, E1) $← G →
ER

(η, ρ) and

let G2 = (V2, E2) $← GER(η, ρ). Then for any node v ∈ V1 we have,

Pr[Diam(G2) ≤ λ] ≤ Pr[MaxDist(G1, v) ≤ λ]. (5)

Proof. We observe that V1 = V2 and will from now on just use V. Let v ∈ V. It is now
sufficient to show that MaxDist(G1, v) ≤ λ stochastically dominates Diam(G2) ≤ λ. We show
this by defining a coupling of the two graphs G̃1 = (V, Ẽ1) and G̃2 = (V, Ẽ2) and show that if
Diam(G̃2) ≤ λ holds then also MaxDist(G̃1, v) ≤ λ holds. The idea behind the coupling is to
start an edge-selection process by selecting the edges of v, and now select nodes the next node
to pick edges by taking the one that is “closest” to v. In more detail, we define the coupling via
the following random process.

1. Initially, Ẽ1 := Ẽ2 := ∅. Furthermore, we keep track of set Flipped := ∅ that consists of
nodes that have already had their outgoing edges decided, and a first-in-first-out queue
ToBeFlipped := {v} of nodes that are to have their edges decided.

2. The process proceeds with the following loop until Flipped == V.

(a) Take out the first of ToBeFlipped and call it z. If no such node exists let z be an
arbitrary element in V \ Flipped.

(b) Now for all nodes w ∈ V \{z} flip a coin that comes out head with probability ρ, and if
heads let Ẽ1 := Ẽ1 ∪ {(z, w)}. Further, if the coin comes out heads and w ̸∈ Flipped
then let Ẽ2 := Ẽ2 ∪ {{z, w}}.

(c) Finally, let Flipped := Flipped ∪ {z}.

The above process ensures that E1 ∼ Ẽ1 as for any potential edge (z, w) an independent coin is
flipped for whether or not to add an edge exactly once. Similarly, it also holds that E2 ∼ Ẽ2 as
there is exactly one independent coin flip for each potential edge {z, w}.

What is left is thus to show that Diam(G̃2) ≤ λ =⇒ MaxDist(G̃1, v) ≤ λ. To see this let
z ∈ V, and let dist

G̃1
and dist

G̃2
denote the distance functions for the respective graphs. We

now assume the LHS of the implication and prove the RHS. The LHS ensures that

dist
G̃2

(v, z) ≤ λ. (6)

This implies that there is a path of nodes with edges between them w1, . . . , wλ′−1, wλ′ for some
λ′ ≤ λ that connects v to z in G̃2 and where z = wλ′ . We now observe that any node in this
path wi is also at distance i from v in graph G̃2. To see this, observe that edges are added to Ẽ1
in an ordered fashion such that they do not change the distance to any nodes that had already
their edges selected. This implies that any such node in this path, wi, selected it edges before
node wi+1. Now, as edges being added to Ẽ2 are only added to nodes that have not yet had
their edges selected, this implies that this path also exists in G̃1 which concludes the proof.

Choosing a good emulation function. Let us now turn our attention to how to select a
good emulation function. Before looking at a concrete function, let us consider what properties
constitute a good emulation function. The only property of the emulation function that we have
used so far is that all parties should emulate at least 1 node.6 However, there are additional
things that we want from a useful emulation function:

6This property was used in the proof of Lemma 6.
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1. It should ensure a low distance from any sender in the graph resulting from the honest
sending process.

2. The message complexity of the protocol should be as small as possible.

Lemmas 6 and 7 bounds the probability that the honest sending process results in a graph with
some nodes not reachable within the sender in terms of the probability that an Erdős–Rényi graph
(of size identical to the number of honest emulated nodes) has a large diameter. Furthermore,
looking ahead we will instantiate ρ ≈ log(hE)+κ

hE
to obtain an Erdős–Rényi graph that has a

diameter logarithmic in hE unless with a probability that is negligible in κ. Unfortunately, hE
will not be known at the time of instantiation, so we will have to instantiate ρ with a lower
bound on hE in the denominator and similarly an upper bound in the denominator. For this
discussion, let us use nE as an upper bound.

The expected number of neighbors for a party is linear in ρ. To see this let N
$←

ER-Emulationp(E, ρ) and let us estimate the expected size of N using Bernoulli’s inequal-
ity (Lemma 2):

E[|N |] =
∑

r∈P\{p}
1− (1− ρ)E(p)·E(r)

≤
∑

r∈P\{p}
ρ · E(p) · E(r)

≤ ρ · E(p) · nE.

(7)

Hence, for ρ chosen according to the above, a bound on the expected message complexity will be

O

(
(log(nE) + κ) · n2

E
hE

)
. (8)

Our approach for finding a good emulation function has thus been to search for an emulation
function which makes this value as small as possible. As result of this approach we choose the
emulation function to be

E(p) := ⌈αp · n⌉. (9)

For this emulation function above we can derive the following bounds using only the honest
weight assumption:

hE =
∑
p∈H

E(p) ≥
∑
p∈H

αp · n ≥ γ · n, (10)

and
nE =

∑
p∈P

E(p) ≤
∑
p∈P

(αp · n + 1) = 2 · n. (11)

By plugging the bounds from Equations (10) and (11) into Equation (8) we acquire an expected
message complexity that is upper bounded by O

(
(log(n)+κ)·nγ

)
when parameters are instantiated

to obtain a logarithmic diameter of the graph. If we instead of assuming a constant fraction of
honest weight assumed a constant fraction of honest parties, we could let E(p) := 1, which would
result in nE := 1 and thereby a protocol identical to the one proposed in [MNT22]. By using the
same analysis as above we would then be able to bound the expected message complexity by
O
(
(log(n) + κ) · n

γ

)
. Interestingly, the bound on the message complexity for the weighted section

would only be a factor of ≈ 4 larger than the corresponding bound for the non-weighted setting.
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Proving security of our theoretical flooding protocol. We now state and prove that the
probability that πFlood(ER-Emulation(E, ρ)) protocol does not ensure timely delivery is negligible
for certain choices of E and ρ. To prove this, we make use of probabilistic bounds on the diameter
of undirected Erdős–Rényi graphs from the full version of [MNT22]. We restate the graph result
from [MNT22] and provide an instantiation with concrete values in Appendix A. As a first step,
we bound the probability that the distance of the honest sending process using the neighborhood
selection algorithm ER-Emulation(E, ρ) has a large distance from the sender. The idea of the
proof is to use Equations (10) and (11) to bound the size of the emulated graph in the honest
sending process and apply Lemmas 6 and 7 to reduce the probability to the probability that an
Erdős–Rényi graph has a low diameter. The bound then follows from Corollary 5, Appendix A.

Lemma 8. Let E(p) := ⌈αp · n⌉, let d ∈ [7,∞], and let ρ := d
γ·n . Further, let p ∈ H and

G
$← HSP(p, ER-Emulation(E, ρ), (

(
7 · log

(
n
d

)
+ 2

)
). Then

Pr
[
MaxDist(G, p) ≤

(
7 · log

(
n

d

)
+ 2

)]
≥ 1−

(
2 · n ·

(
e− d

18 +
(

6 · log
(

n

d

)
+ 1

)
· e− 7·d

108

)
+ e−γ·n·( d

9 −2)
)

.

(12)

Proof. As hE ≤ nE, Equations (10) and (11) ensures that hE ∈ [γ · n, 2 · n]. Corollary 5 ensures
that for G′ $← GER

(
hE, d

hE

)
we have

Pr
[
Diam(G′) ≤ 7 · log

(
hE

2 · d

)
+ 2

]
≥ 1−

(
hE ·

(
e− d

18 +
(

6 · log
(

hE

2 · d

)
+ 1

)
· e− 7·d

108

)
+ e−hE·( d

9 −2)
)

.

(13)

The probability that Diam(G′) ≤ 7 · log
(

hE
2·d

)
+ 2 holds monotonously increases when the edge

probability increases and hence this probability also holds for G′ $← GER
(
hE, d

γ·n

)
. Further for

any graph G and natural numbers a, b ∈ N such that a ≤ b we have that Diam(G′) ≤ a ⇒
Diam(G′) ≤ b. Hence, we have that G′ $← GER

(
hE, d

γ·n

)
satisfies

Pr
[

max
h∈[γ·n,2·n]

Diam(G) ≤ 7 · log
(

h

2 · d

)
+ 2

]

≥ 1− max
h∈[γ·n,2·n]

(
h ·
(

e− d
18 +

(
6 · log

(
h

2 · d

)
+ 1

)
· e− 7·d

108

)
+ e−h·( d

9 −2)
)

.

(14)

Now, applying Lemmas 6 and 7 as well as inserting bounds for the maximum value for the
expressions we obtain Equation (12).

A direct corollary of Lemmas 5 and 8 is that the probability that the protocol πFlood(ER-Emulation(E, ρ))
ensures timely delivery is lower bounded by Equation (12) when choosing E and ρ as discussed
above.

Corollary 1. Let E(p) := ⌈αp · n⌉, let d ∈ [7,∞], and let ρ := d
γ·n . If m is a message that is

input to some honest party in either πFlood(ER-Emulation(E, ρ)) then

Pr
[
Timelym

((
7 · log

(
n

d

)
+ 2

)
· δChannel

)]
≥ 1−

(
2 · n ·

(
e− d

18 +
(

6 · log
(

n

d

)
+ 1

)
· e− 7·d

108

)
+ e−γ·n·( d

9 −2)
)

.

(15)
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3.4 Security of WFF
In the previous section we proved that ER-Emulation induces a secure protocol. Unfortunately, it
is not a practical neighborhood selection algorithm, as it requires each party to do n coin-flips per
message that is sent and forwarded. In this section, we introduce two intermediate algorithms
in order to prove WFF secure (Fast-ER-Emulation and Practical-ER-Emulation) by doing gradual
changes to ER-Emulation, until we finally arrive at the algorithm WFS which is both practical,
simple, and similar to algorithms deployed in practice (except that this algorithm maintains its
complexity even for weighted corruptions).

3.4.1 Intermediary Neighborhood Selection Algorithms

We first introduce the algorithm Fast-ER-Emulation, which is distributed identically to ER-Emulation,
but is more practical. The algorithm exploits that another way of creating an Erdős–Rényi
graph is to first decide how many edges each node should have using the binomial distribution
and then select these neighbors at random.

Below we will abuse notation slightly and write E(P ) to denote the set of emulated nodes for
a set of parties P ⊆ P and an emulation function E,

E(P ) ≜ {pi | p ∈ P ∧ i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , E(p)}} .7

Algorithm Fast-ER-Emulationp(E, ρ)

1: Let N := ∅.
2: for i := 0; i < E(p); i ++ do
3: Sample k

$← B (|E(P \ {p})|, ρ).
4: Let A be k nodes sampled from E(P \ {p}) without replacement.
5: Set N := N ∪

{
p′ | p′

j ∈ A ∧ j ∈ N
}

.
6: return N .

We now show Fast-ER-Emulation and ER-Emulation are identically distributed. The proof
idea is to show that the respective neighborhood selection algorithms are distributed identically.
This is shown by showing that for both distributions each edge between emulated nodes appears
with independent probability ρ.

Lemma 9. Let ρ ∈ [0, 1], let λ ∈ N, let p ∈ H, and let E : P → N \ {0} be an emulation
function. If G1

$← HSP(p, ER-Emulation(E, ρ), λ) and G2
$← HSP(p, Fast-ER-Emulation(E, ρ), λ)

then G1 ∼ G2.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that for any p′ we have that for N1
$← ER-Emulationp′(E, ρ) and

N2
$← Fast-ER-Emulationp′(E, ρ) then N1 ∼ N2. Both neighborhood selection algorithms works

by letting a party be included in the neighborhood with the same probability as if there would
have been an edge between between any of the emulated nodes of the two parties. By Equation (3)
edges appear with ρ for N1. It is hence sufficient to show that sufficient to look at the probability
that the probability that any of the emulated nodes of p′ select a node not belonging to p′ with
mutually independent probability ρ.

7This set may be different from the actual set of nodes that will be emulated in an execution of the protocol as
dishonest parties might choose to deviate from the protocol. However, it is still useful to define the set in order to
define honest behavior.
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Let us look at a node v ∈ E({p′}) and calculate the probability that there are edges to a
specific set of other nodes U ⊆ E(P \ {p′}) from v. Let A be the set of nodes v chooses. We now
want to show that:

Pr [U ⊆ A] = ρ|U |. (16)

We let η := |E(P \ {p′})| and now apply the law of total probabilities for conditional events to
obtain

Pr[U ⊆ A] =
η∑

i=0
Pr[U ⊆ A | |A| = i] · Pr[|A| = i]

=
η∑

i=|U |
Pr[U ⊆ A | |A| = i] · Pr[|A| = i]

(17)

For any i ≥ |U | we have that A is chosen uniformly among sets of size i. Of those sets exactly(η−|U |
i−|U |

)
includes U . Hence,

Pr[U ⊆ A | |A| = i] =
(η−|U |

i−|U |
)(η

i

) . (18)

Inserting this we obtain

Pr[U ⊆ A] =
η∑

i=|U |

(η−|U |
i−|U |

)(η
i

) (
η

i

)
· ρi · (1− ρ)η−i

=
η∑

i=|U |

(
η − |U |
i− |U |

)
· ρi · (1− ρ)η−i.

(19)

We now change the variable letting r := i + |U |, factor out ρ|U |, and use the binomial formula
(Lemma 1) to obtain

Pr[U ⊆ A] =
η−|U |∑
r=0

(
η − |U |

r

)
· ρr+|U | · (1− ρ)η−(r+|U |)

= ρ|U | ·
η−|U |∑
r=0

(
η − |U |

r

)
· ρr+|U | · (1− ρ)η−|U |−r

= ρ|U | · (ρ + (1− ρ))η−|U |

= ρ|U |.

(20)

Therefore we can conclude that all edges between emulated nodes appear with a mutually
independent probability ρ and hence G1 ∼ G2.

A problem of Fast-ER-Emulation is that each party p needs to make E(p) number of draws
from the binomial distribution. One way to avoid this is to make a single random draw for the
number of nodes all emulated nodes should send to and then afterward choose this number of
nodes uniformly without replacement. Below we present the algorithm Practical-ER-Emulation,
which does exactly that.
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Algorithm Practical-ER-Emulationp(E, ρ)

1: Let N := ∅.
2: Sample k

$← B (E(p) · |E(P \ {p})|, ρ).
3: Let A be k nodes sampled from E(P \ {p}) without replacement.
4: Set N := {p | pi ∈ A ∧ i ∈ N}.
5: return N .

Practical-ER-Emulation is not distributed identically to Fast-ER-Emulation, as there is a
smaller expected overlap between the selected emulated nodes. However, it still holds that
the graph resulting from the honest sending process based upon Practical-ER-Emulation has a
higher chance of having a low distance from the sender than the graph resulting from the honest
sending process based upon Fast-ER-Emulation. We make this intuition formal in the lemma
below. The basic idea of the proof is to define a coupling between the two graphs by defining a
coupling between the respective neighborhood selection algorithms while ensuring that the set
of neighbors sampled by Practical-ER-Emulation is a superset of the neighbors of those sampled
by Fast-ER-Emulation. We define the coupling using rejection sampling and ensure that any
neighbor that is rejected when sampling neighbors for Fast-ER-Emulation will also be rejected
when sampling neighbors for Practical-ER-Emulation.

Lemma 10. Let ρ ∈ [0, 1], let λ ∈ N, let p ∈ H, and let E : P → N\{0} be an emulation function.
If G1

$← HSP(p, Fast-ER-Emulation(E, ρ), λ) and G2
$← HSP(p, Practical-ER-Emulation(E, ρ), λ)

then
Pr[MaxDist(G1, p) ≤ λ] ≤ Pr[MaxDist(G2, p) ≤ λ]. (21)

Proof. Let G1 = (H, E1) and G2 = (H, E2). To show the lemma we define a coupling G̃1 =
(H, Ẽ1) and G̃2 = (H, Ẽ2) such that G1 ∼ G̃1 and G2 ∼ G̃2 and MaxDist(G̃1, p) ≤ λ =⇒
MaxDist(G̃2, p) ≤ λ. To show the implication it is sufficient to show that Ẽ1 ⊆ Ẽ2. We
define the coupling by sampling G̃1 and G̃2 in parallel with a defined a coupling between the
neighborhood selection algorithms for any party p′ ∈ H. We let N1

$← Fast-ER-Emulationp′(E, ρ)
and N2

$← Practical-ER-Emulationp′(E, ρ). Again we define a coupling Ñ1 ∼ N1 and Ñ2 ∼ N2
and show that Ñ1 ⊆ Ñ2. This is sufficient to ensure that Ẽ1 ⊆ Ẽ2 because this ensures that all
parties that selects their neighbors when constructing G̃1 also gets to select their neighbors in
the construction of G̃2.

We define Ñ1 and Ñ2 via the following process.

1. Initially, let Ñ1 = Ñ2 := ∅.

2. Initialize variables corresponding to the variables used in Line 3 of Fast-ER-Emulationp′(E, ρ)

by sampling k̃1
1

$← B (|E(P \ {p})|, ρ) , . . . , k̃
E(p′)
1

$← B (|E(P \ {p})|, ρ), and a variable corre-
sponding k̃2 := ∑E(p′)

i=1 k̃i
1 to the k in Line 2 of Practical-ER-Emulationp′(E, ρ)

3. Additionally, we initialize Ã1
1 := ∅, . . . , Ã

E(p′)
1 := ∅ that corresponds to the variable A

in Line 4 of Fast-ER-Emulationp′(E, ρ) and Ã2 := ∅ that corresponds to the variable A
in Line 3 of Practical-ER-Emulationp′(E, ρ).

4. Now for i ∈ {1, . . . , E(p′)} and for j ∈
{

1, . . . , k̃i
1

}
do:

(a) Set Accepted1 := ⊥ and Accepted2 := ⊥.
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(b) While ¬Accepted1 ∨ ¬Accepted2 do:
i. Sample v uniformly in E(P \ {p′}).
ii. If v ̸∈ Ã2 ∧ ¬Accepted2 set Ã2 := Ã2 ∪ {v} and Accepted2 := ⊤.
iii. If v ̸∈ Ãi

1 ∧ ¬Accepted1 set Ãi
1 := Ãi

1 ∪ {v} and Accepted1 := ⊤.

5. Finally, set Ã1 := ⋃E(p′)
i=1 Ãi

1, Ñ1 :=
{

p | pi ∈ Ã1 ∧ i ∈ N
}

, and Ñ2 :=
{

p | pi ∈ Ã2 ∧ i ∈ N
}

.

Note at first that Ñ1 ∼ N1 as the procedure simply uses rejection sampling to sample k̃i
1

elements from E(P \ {p′}) without repetition and adds these to Ã1, and hence have the same
distribution as Fast-ER-Emulationp′(E, ρ). Furthermore, note that the procedure simply samples
k̃2 = ∑E(p′)

i=1 k̃i
1 elements from E(P \ {p′}) without repetition via rejection sampling and add these

to Ã2. Because k̃2 is the sum of E(p′) independent random variables that are each distributed as
B (|E(P \ {p′})|, ρ) we get that k̃2 ∼ B (E(p′) · |E(P \ {p′})|, ρ) and hence that Ñ2 ∼ N2.

Furthermore, the algorithm ensures that Ñ1 ⊆ Ñ2 because at any point in the algorithm we
have that Ã2 is a superset of any Ãi

1.

Note that Lemmas 5 and 8 to 10 together imply that the probability that πFlood(Fast-ER-Emulation(E, ρ))
and πFlood(Practical-ER-Emulation(E, ρ)) do not ensure timely delivery is negligible for a certain
choice of E and ρ.

Corollary 2. Let E(p) := ⌈αp · n⌉, let d ∈ [7,∞], and let ρ := d
γ·n . If m is a message that is

input to some honest party in either

• πFlood(Fast-ER-Emulation(E, ρ)),

• or πFlood(Practical-ER-Emulation(E, ρ))

then

Pr
[
Timelym

((
7 · log

(
n

d

)
+ 2

)
· δChannel

)]
≥ 1−

(
2 · n ·

(
e− d

18 +
(

6 · log
(

n

d

)
+ 1

)
· e− 7·d

108

)
+ e−γ·n·( d

9 −2)
)

.

(22)

Note that Practical-ER-Emulation is very similar to WFS. The main difference is that in
Practical-ER-Emulation the number of neighbors is sampled according to the binomial distribution
whereas WFS chooses a fixed number of neighbors. We use this observation to relate the
probability that the graph constructed by the honest sending process of Practical-ER-Emulation
has a low distance from the sender to the probability that the honest sending process of WFS
has a low distance from the sender. Similarly to the proof of Lemma 10, the proofs relies on a
coupling between the two graphs defined by a coupling between their neighborhood selection
algorithms using rejection sampling. However, in this coupling the invariant that the edges
sampled by WFS are a superset of those of Practical-ER-Emulation is only maintained when no
party samples more than k neighbors in Practical-ER-Emulation. Hence, we bound the probability
that this happens using the Chernoff bound (Lemma 4).

Lemma 11. Let ρ ∈ [0, 1], let ϵ ∈ [0, 1] let λ ∈ N, let p ∈ H, let k ≥ ⌈(1 + ϵ) · nE · ρ⌉, and let
E : P → N \ {0} be an emulation function. If G1

$← HSP(p, Practical-ER-Emulation(E, ρ), λ) and
G2

$← HSP(p, WFS(E, k), λ) then

Pr[MaxDist(G1, p) ≤ λ]− |H| · e− ϵ2·(n−1)·ρ
3 ≤ Pr[MaxDist(G2, p) ≤ λ]. (23)
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Proof. Let G1 = (H, E1) and G2 = (H, E2). To show the lemma we define again a coupling
G̃1 = (H, Ẽ1) and G̃2 = (H, Ẽ2) such that G1 ∼ G̃1 and G2 ∼ G̃2. For each party p′ ∈ H we
introduce a random variable Xp′ which denotes the number of outgoing edges this party has in
G̃1. We further define C to be the event ⋂p′∈H(Xp′ ≤ (1 + ϵ) · E(p′) · |E(P \ {p′})| · ρ) (this event
can be thought of as that no party picks “outrageously many neighbors”). We now wish to show
two things:

MaxDist(G̃1, p) ≤ λ ∧ C =⇒ MaxDist(G̃2, p) ≤ λ, (24)

and

Pr[MaxDist(G̃1, p) ≤ λ ∧ C] ≥ Pr[MaxDist(G1, p) ≤ λ]− |H| · e− ϵ2·(n−1)·ρ
3 . (25)

To show Equation (24) it is sufficient to show that C =⇒ Ẽ1 ⊆ Ẽ2. As in the proof
of Lemma 10 we define the coupling by sampling G̃1 and G̃2 in parallel with a defined
a coupling between the neighborhood selection algorithms for any party p′ ∈ H. We let
N1

$← Practical-ER-Emulationp′(E, ρ) and N2
$←WFSp′(E, k). Again we define a coupling Ñ1 ∼ N1

and Ñ2 ∼ N2 and show that C =⇒ Ñ1 ⊆ Ñ2 which again will imply that C =⇒ Ẽ1 ⊆ Ẽ2. Again
we define a coupling Ñ1 ∼ N1 and Ñ2 ∼ N2 and show that Ñ1 ⊆ Ñ2. This is sufficient to ensure
that Ẽ1 ⊆ Ẽ2 because this ensures that all parties that selects their neighbors when constructing
G̃1 also gets to select their neighbors in the construction of G̃2.

We define Ñ1 and Ñ2 via the following process.

1. Initially, let Ñ1 = Ñ2 := ∅.

2. We further initialize variables corresponding to the variables k and A used in Lines 2
and 3 of Practical-ER-Emulationp′(E, ρ) by sampling k̃1

$← B (E(p′) · |E(P \ {p′})|, ρ) and set
Ã1 := ∅. We also initialize a variable K̃2 := E(p′) · k identical to the variable K in Line 2
of WFSp′(E, k).

3. Now for i ∈
{

1, . . . , max(k̃1, K̃2)
}

do:

(a) Set Accepted1 := i > k̃1 and Accepted2 := i > K̃2.
(b) While ¬Accepted1 ∨ ¬Accepted2 do:

i. Sample pj uniformly in E(P \ {p′}).
ii. If p ̸∈ Ñ2 ∧ ¬Accepted2 set Ñ2 := Ñ2 ∪ {p} and Accepted2 := ⊤. 8

iii. If v ̸∈ Ã1 ∧ ¬Accepted1 set Ã1 := Ã1 ∪ {v} and Accepted1 := ⊤.

4. Finally, set Ñ1 :=
{

p | pi ∈ Ã1 ∧ i ∈ N
}

.

Note at first that Ñ1 ∼ N1 as the procedure simply uses rejection sampling to sample k̃1
elements from E(P \ {p′}) without repetition and adds these to Ã1, and hence have the same
distribution as Practical-ER-Emulationp′(E, ρ). Similarly, it is clear that Ñ2 ∼ N2 as once again
rejection sampling is used to pick E(p′) · k from P \ {p′} weighted according to E. It is also
immediate to see that C =⇒ Ñ1 ⊆ Ñ2 as if C happens then surely the max of k̃1 and K̃2 is K̃2,
as nE > |E(P \ {p′})|. Hence all parties that will be added to Ñ1 will also be added to Ñ2.

8Note that p in this step does not refer to the sender in the honest sending process but rather the party that is
supposed to emulate node pj .
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It is thus left to show Equation (25). We have that

Pr[MaxDist(G̃1, p) ≤ λ ∧ C] = Pr[MaxDist(G̃1, p) ≤ λ]− Pr[¬C]. (26)

As we have already argued that G1 ∼ G̃1 it is sufficient to show that

Pr[¬C] ≤ |H| · e− ϵ2·(n−1)·ρ
3 . (27)

Further, using a union bound we have that.

Pr[¬C] = Pr

 ⋃
p′∈H

(Xp′ > (1 + ϵ) · E(p′) · |E(P \
{
p′})| · ρ)


≤
∑

p′∈H
Pr
[
Xp′ > (1 + ϵ) · E(p′) · |E(P \

{
p′})| · ρ

]
.

(28)

Furthermore for each party it is clear that the number of neighbors selected is less than the
selected emulated neighbors. We let Yp′ denote this number of emulated neighbors. Hence, it is
sufficient to show that for any p′ ∈ H we have,

Pr
[
Yp′ > (1 + ϵ) · E(p′) · |E(P \

{
p′})| · ρ

]
≤ e− ϵ2·(n−1)·ρ

3 . (29)

Now, as for any p′′ ∈ P we have that E(p′′) ≥ 1 it follows that |E(P \ {p′})| ≥ n− 1. This makes
desired equation follows from the Chernoff bound (Lemma 4)

Pr
[
Yp′ > (1 + ϵ) · E(p′) · |E(P \

{
p′})| · ρ

]
≤ e− ϵ2·|E(P\{p′})|·E(p′)·ρ

3

≤ e− ϵ2·(n−1)·ρ
3 .

(30)

We now provide a corollary that bounds the concrete probability that a message that is
input via WFF is delivered timely.

Corollary 3. Let k ∈ N such that k ≥ 42
γ . If m is a message that is input to some honest party

in WFF(k) then

Pr
[
Timelym

((
7 · log

(
n · 6
k · γ

)
+ 2

)
· δChannel

)]
≥ 1− n · e− (n−1)·k

n·24 − e−γ·n·( k·γ
54 −2) −

(
2 · n ·

(
e− k·γ

108 +
(

6 · log
(

n · 6
k · γ

)
+ 1

)
· e− 7·k·γ

648

))
.

(31)

Proof. Let E(p) := ⌈αp · n⌉. Lemma 5 ensures that is enough to reason about the honest sending
process with the neighborhood selection algorithm WFS(E, k). We observe that

nE =
∑
p∈P
⌈αp · n⌉ ≤

∑
p∈P

αp · n + 1 = 2 · n. (32)

We let d := k·γ
6 , and note that the precondition for Lemma 11 is satisfied for ρ := d

γ·n so
we instantiate this letting ϵ := 1

2 , and using the bound above on nE. Furthermore, note that
|H| ≤ n and hence it is sufficient to bound the probability that the honest sending process of
Practical-ER-Emulation(E, ρ) has a large distance from the sender. Equation (31) now follows by
Lemmas 8 to 10.
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As observed earlier, it is sufficient to bound the probability that a message is timely delivered
in order to bound the probability that any of the two properties of a flooding protocol is achieved.
Further, note that a party p sends at most k ·E(p) messages when a message is forwarded. Hence,
the message complexity is bounded by ∑p∈H k · E(p) ≤ 2 · k · n.∑

p∈H
k · E(p) ≤ 2 · k · n. (33)

Therefore, the security of WFF (and thereby Theorem 2) follows directly from this corollary.

4 Asymptotic Optimality and Practical Considerations
Our results from Section 3.2.1 show that the protocol WFF(k) provides provably secure flooding.
With respect to efficiency, the results show that there are two possible drawbacks: First, the
emulation function E(p) = ⌈αp · n⌉ forces parties with very high weight to send to many parties,
which lead to bandwidth issues. Secondly, Theorem 2 shows that in our protocol, the number of
parties each node has to send to increases logarithmically in the total number of nodes. In this
section, we show that both properties are inherent for “flooding protocols”.

4.1 Workload of Heavy Parties

It is easy to see that in at least in extreme cases, very heavy parties have to send to a lot of
other parties: If there is a single party that has the majority of the total weight, it could be that
only this party and an additional one are honest. Since the heavy party is the only one that can
be relied upon for message delivery, it needs to send to all other parties. The following lemma
generalizes this idea to less extreme settings.

Lemma 12. For any protocol Π that guarantees delivery to all honest parties, and for any
subset S ⊆ P such that

∑
p∈S αp ≥ γ, we have with overwhelming probability that∑

p∈S

degreeΠ(p) ≥ |P \ S|. (34)

Proof. Let S be any such set. By the honesty assumption it could be that there is exactly one
honest party in P \ S. To guarantee delivery to this party, some party in S must send to it.
Since it cannot be distinguished which party in P \ S is honest, the parties in S must send to all
parties in P \ S.

Another consequence of Lemma 12 is that having a huge number of nodes with very little
weight also increases the workload for all other nodes, as shown below.

Corollary 4. Assume there is a large set T ⊆ P of parties with combined relative weight ≤ 1−γ
and |T | ≥ n− ϵ for some constant ϵ > 0, and define S := P \ T . Then, the average degree of the
parties in S must be at least n−ϵ

ϵ ∈ Ω(n) with overwhelming probability.

Proof. Since ∑p∈S αp = 1 − ∑p∈T αp ≥ γ, Lemma 12 implies that the average degree of
the parties in S is at least |P\S|

|S| with overwhelming probability. By assumption, we have
|P\S|

|S| = |T |
n−|T | ≥

n−ϵ
ϵ ∈ Ω(n).
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Limiting the workload. As we have seen above, having very heavy or many very light parties
necessarily yields a large number of outgoing connections for some of the nodes. This is not only
undesirable but may also become prohibitive in practice due to limited network bandwidth. If
the flooding is deployed, say for a proof-of-stake blockchain, this can be mitigated by putting a
lower and an upper limit on the amount of stake for actively participating nodes. This implies
that people holding a lot of stake need to split their stake over several nodes (which is anyway
beneficial for decentralization if they are run in different locations), and people with too little
stake need to, e.g., delegate their stake to another node if supported by the blockchain. The
latter can still passively participate by fetching data from other nodes as discussed for zero-weight
parties in Section 5.2.

4.2 Logarithmic Growth of Message Complexity

It is well known that Erdős–Rényi graphs are connected with high probability if and only if
edges are included with probability larger than log n

n [Bol01, Theorem 7.3]. This means the
expected degree of a node must be larger than log n to obtain a connected graph, even without
considering corruptions. Since our proofs in Section 3 depart from Erdős–Rényi graphs, one
cannot hope to prove a better message complexity with our proof techniques.

On the other hand, our final protocol WFF(k) does not choose neighbors in the way
Erdős–Rényi graphs are constructed, but more closely correspond to so-called directed k-out
graphs, which have also been considered in the literature. Those are directed graphs where for
each node v independently, k uniformly random other nodes are sampled and directed edges
from v to the k sampled nodes are added. It is known that such graphs are connected with
probability approaching 1 for n→∞ already for constant k = 2 [FF82]. Hence, at least without
corruptions, O(n) overall message complexity should be enough for our protocol. When consider-
ing corruptions, however, a result by Yagan and Makowski [YM13] implies that log n connections
for each node are necessary, as we show below. This shows that WFF(k) and Theorem 2 are
asymptotically optimal, at least for the special case in which all parties have the same weight.
Lemma 13. For any flooding protocol in which all honest parties send to k uniformly chosen
nodes and delivery to all honest nodes is guaranteed with probability ≥ 1/2 where up to a (1− γ)
fraction of nodes can be corrupted, we have for sufficiently large n that

k ≥ log n

γ + 1/n− log(1− γ − 1/n) .

Proof. Yagan and Makowski [YM13] have considered the setting in which for each of the n
nodes pi, k distinct random other nodes are sampled and undirected edges between pi and all k
sampled nodes are added to a graph. They then consider the subgraph H consisting of the first
⌊γ′n⌋ nodes for some constant γ′ ∈ (0, 1) and show in [YM13, Theorem 3.2] that

k <
log n

γ′ − log(1− γ′) =⇒ lim
n→∞

Pr[H contains isolated node] = 1.

To translate this to our setting, first note that corrupting at most ⌊(1− γ)n⌋ nodes from the
end to leave the first ⌊γn + 1⌋ parties honest is a valid adversarial strategy. To be compatible
with the result above, we can set γ′ := γ + 1/n. Further note that a node p being isolated in
H has the same probability as an honest node not sending to any other honest node and no
honest node sending to that one in a flooding protocol. In that case, if p is the sender in the
flooding protocol, no honest node will receive the message, and if some other node is the sender,
p will not receive the message. Hence, the flooding protocol will fail to deliver the message to all
honest nodes in both cases. This implies that, for sufficiently large n, flooding protocols with
k < log n

γ+1/n−log(1−γ−1/n) fail to deliver messages with high probability.
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5 Delivery to Parties With Zero Weight
So far, we have excluded parties with zero weight from participating in our protocol. While they
are not relevant for the security of consensus protocols running on top of the network, it is still
important in practice to allow such passive nodes to obtain the data from the blockchain, e.g.,
for connecting wallets. We discuss here some options that allow zero-weight parties to obtain
data with advantages and disadvantages of the different approaches.

5.1 Adjusting the Emulation Function

Recall from Section 3.3 that we use the emulation function

E(p) = ⌈αp · n⌉.

This implies that parties with weight 0, i.e., αp = 0 emulate 0 parties and consequently do not
send anything and also do not receive anything. If we want to guarantee delivery to parties with
zero weight, we can instead use the emulation function

E′(p) := ⌊αp · n⌋+ 1.

This ensures that all parties emulate at least one party. Furthermore, inequalities (10) and (11)
from Section 3.3 also hold for E′ and our results from that section follow similarly as for E. Hence,
using the emulation function E′ guarantees delivery to all parties, includes those with weight 0.

A downside of this approach is that considering parties with weight 0 opens up the system
for Sybil attacks: An attacker can easily add additional zero-weight nodes to the system and
thereby increase n arbitrarily without changing any αp. According to E′, the work required from
honest parties with nonzero-weight thus increases linearly in n, allowing the attacker to increase
the workload of honest parties arbitrarily. Such approach therefore is only practical if there is
some mechanism for preventing Sybil attacks in place.

5.2 Fetching Data

Since guaranteeing that all zero-weight parties receive all data in the flooding process can
substantially increase the workload for honest parties, we here provide an alternative. The idea
is to exclude zero-weight parties from the regular protocol as we do in our main results, and
to allow those parties to obtain the state by querying other nodes. To prevent Sybil attacks,
parties with non-zero weight can then refuse to answer if they receive too many requests. This
ensures that the flooding among parties with non-zero weight, which is critical for consensus of
the blockchain, cannot be negatively affected by zero-weight parties; the worst outcome of Sybil
attacks is that honest zero-weight parties cannot obtain data from the blockchain.

We formalize this idea in the algorithm Fetch below.

Algorithm Fetch(k)

1: Let N := ∅.
2: Sample k parties p1, . . . , pk ∈ P weighted w.r.t. αpi and add these to N .
3: Request data from all N parties and return the union.

The probability that a party does not fetch some data that is already sufficiently spread
drops exponentially fast in k. We formalize this in the lemma below.
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Lemma 14. [Fetching from Constant Number of Parties] Let k ∈ N and let β be the fraction of
weight assigned to parties that are honest and hold some piece of data. The probability that the
state returned by Fetch(k) does not include that data is at most

(1− β)k. (35)

Proof. Let D be the set of parties that are honest and hold the data and let Xi for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}
be the random variable denoting the ith party that is picked by Fetch(k). Using the definition
of conditional events we have

Pr[no picked party is honest and has data] = Pr
[

k⋂
i=1

Xi /∈ D

]

=
k∏

i=1
Pr
[
Xi /∈ D

∣∣∣∣∣ ⋂
j<i

Xj /∈ D

]
.

(36)

Furthermore, we have for i ∈ {1, . . . k},

Pr
[
Xi /∈ D

∣∣∣∣∣ ⋂
j<i

Xj /∈ D

]
= 1− Pr

[
Xi ∈ D

∣∣∣∣∣ ⋂
j<i

Xj /∈ D

]

= 1−
∑

pz∈D

Pr
[
Xi = pz

∣∣∣∣∣ ⋂
j<i

Xj /∈ D

]

≤ 1−
∑

pz∈D

αz∑
pv∈P αv

= 1− β.

(37)

Hence, we can conclude that

Pr[no picked party is honest and has data] ≤ (1− β)k . (38)

Since Fetch(k) returns the union of all obtained data, it is sufficient to pick a single honest party
that holds the data, which concludes the proof.

6 Performance Evaluation via Simulations
In order to show that our protocol WFF performs well in practice, we perform various benchmarks
with varying weight distributions and adversarial strategies. The source code, and a descrip-
tion of how to run the benchmarks, can be found at https://github.com/guilhermemtr/
Weighted-Flooding-Simulator.9

6.1 Scope of Simulations

Weight distributions. We consider weight distributions covering scenarios where parties
have similar weights as well as scenarios with different weights. More concretely, we consider:

• The constant distribution (Const), characterized by the number of parties n. In this
distribution all parties have equal weights and is therefore equal to the non-weighted
setting. This serves as a baseline for our simulations.

9All simulations were performed on the ETH Zurich Euler cluster, but there are no hindrances to running
them on less powerful computers.
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• The exponential distribution (Exp), characterized by the number of parties n and the
weight ratio r between the heaviest party and the lightest party. It corresponds to the
(perhaps more realistic) exponential weight distribution—wherein the weights of parties
form an exponential curve. More concretely, for i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}, the weight of pi+1 is
r−(n−1) times the weight of pi.

• The few heavy distribution (FH), characterized by the number of parties n, the weight
ratio r between the heaviest and lightest party, and the number of heavy parties c. It
corresponds to the distribution where n− c parties have constant weight, and the other c
parties have r times more weight. This weight distribution is meant to capture extreme
scenarios.

Sender. In order to ensure that our protocol performs well independently of the weight of
the sender, for the exponential distribution, we consider three choices for the sender: heaviest,
lightest and median-weight party, and for the few heavy weight distribution, we consider both a
heavy and a light party as the sender.

Corruption strategies. Given that parties in our protocol simply forward a message to their
neighbors, we consider the worst behavior that prevents message propagation, i.e. corrupted
parties simply do not send. We consider adversaries that can corrupt up to 50% of the total
weight. To ensure that our protocol performs well independently of how adversaries spend their
corruption budget, we consider adversaries that greedily corrupt as many parties as possible,
following one of the strategies below:

• Random corruption (Rand) where the adversary corrupts parties uniformly at random.

• Light-First corruption (Light) where the adversary corrupts parties by their weight in
increasing order, starting by the lighter ones.

• Heavy-First corruption (Heavy) where the adversary corrupts parties by their weight in
decreasing order, starting from the heavier ones.

As one might note, for the constant weight distribution the corruption strategy is irrelevant.
For this reason, for the constant weight distribution we only consider the random corruption
strategy.

6.2 Methodology

To obtain statistical confidence, we make 10 000 runs for each parameter configuration (e.g.
weight distribution, adversary strategy, choice of sender, number of parties, etc.). All runs are
executed independently.

In the evaluations, a run is considered successful if the sender’s message is delivered to all
(honest and dishonest) parties. As one might note, this contrasts with the timely predicate (see
Definition 3), which only requires a message to be delivered to all honest parties. Thus, the
success rate metric we consider for the evaluations is actually a lower bound on the real success
rate of our protocol. The rationale behind this definition is as follows: consider an adversary
that corrupts a set C of parties; if the adversary would alternatively pick some party p ∈ C, and
corrupt C \ {p}, then the protocol would have to guarantee that every honest party, including p
still gets the message. Since p is now honest, it seems a harder requirement to make p now also
receive the message. This justifies our choice of making adversaries corrupt as many parties as
possible.
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We define the maximum latency as the highest number of hops (among successful runs only)
that a message took to be propagated; if none of the 10 000 runs was successful, we do not
plot the maximum latency. The latency unit in our plots is δChannel. Note, we do not require
messages to be delivered within a fixed time bound. As we have observed from our simulations,
the maximum latency for any configuration which succeeds reasonably often is within 9 · δChannel,
and hence we consider this practical (details of the maximum latency can be found in Figures 2
to 4).

To ensure our protocol performs well independently of the sender’s weight, we take the worst
result among the sender choices (for each weight distribution).

Methodology Details. For the exponential and few heavy weight distributions, where there
can be senders with different weights, we make 10 000 runs for each case. More concretely, for
the exponential weight distribution we make 10 000 runs for the lightest sender, 10 000 runs for
the median weighted sender, and 10 000 runs for the heaviest sender, whereas for the few heavy
weight distribution we make 10 000 runs for the lightest sender, and 10 000 runs for the heaviest
sender. The average success rate shown in the plots is the least (10 000 run) average success rate
among the different senders. For latency, we simply take the maximum among all runs for all
possible senders.

For a fixed set of parameters, in each of the 10 000 runs a new corruption set is chosen (and
is independent of the ones picked in other runs). This means that for the random corruption
strategy, a fresh set of corrupted parties is picked for each run. On the other hand, since the
light first and heavy first corruption strategies are deterministic, the set of corrupted parties is
always the same for each run. The sender, which is determined by the set of parameters, cannot
be corrupted.

6.3 Simulations and Results

Comparison against weight-oblivious protocols. To compare the performance of WFF
and a weight oblivious protocol, we measured the success rate for WFF(k) and a weight oblivious
protocol WOF := πFlood(WFS(E, k)) with E(p) := 1 for different exponential weight distribution
(with changing ratios between the heaviest and lightest party).10 The results can be found
in Figure 1. The plot shows that our protocol (WFF) achieves 100% success rate at a much
lower number of transmitted messages than the weight-oblivious one (WOF). Only exception
is when the weight ratio between the heaviest and the lightest parties is 1, the exponential
weight distribution is the same as the constant weight distribution, and hence the protocols
become identical. Note, that while the WFF protocol achieves practical security with low message
complexity regardless of the ratio between the heaviest and lightest party, the message complexity
of WOF in order to achieve a 100% success rate, increases drastically as the ratio increases.

Performance for changing weight distributions. In Section 3.2.1, we bounded the message
complexity of WFF by 2·n·(log(n)+κ)

γ (see Theorem 2), and in Section 4.2 we showed that this
number of messages is inherent for the constant weight distribution (see Lemma 13), implying
that WFF is optimal up to a constant factor for this distribution. Although the obtained upper-
bound is independent of the weight, since it is tight only for the constant weight distribution, it
could be that WFF performs poorly for other distributions. To show this is not the case, we
measured the success rate (and maximum latency) for sending a single message in WFF(k) as a

10The protocol WOF := πFlood(WFS(E, k)) for E(p) := 1 corresponds to the protocol where each party simply
selects k parties uniformly at random as their neighbors without taking weight into account.
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Figure 2: Success rate and maximum latency of WFF protocol for different weight distributions
and corruption strategies, depending on the average number of messages sent per party, for
n = 1024 parties, a 50% corruption threshold, a ratio of 106 between heaviest and lightest parties
and c = 10 heavy parties for FH.

function of the message complexity (induced by adjusting k) for different weight distributions
and corruption strategies. See Figure 2.

Unsurprisingly, the adversarial strategy inducing the highest cost is corrupting as many light
nodes as possible. This fits the intuition from Section 3.3: By corrupting as many light nodes
as possible, an adversary can get a slight advantage in terms of the number of emulated nodes
that they control because the ceiling embedded in the emulation function has a proportionally
larger effect on such nodes. Furthermore, note that for the constant weight distribution WFF(k)
simply selects k neighbors uniformly at random and at least ⌈γ ·n⌉ of the parties remains honest.
Hence, this corresponds to the performance that can be expected by additionally assuming that
a certain fraction of the parties remains honest and use flooding protocols tailored to this setting.
We emphasize that our protocol only induces marginally larger (within a small constant factor)
message complexity for all the considered weight distributions and corruption strategies. This
aligns with Section 3.3, where our bound on the message complexity for the weighted setting
was only worse by a factor of 4 compared to the bound that relied on a constant fraction of
honest parties. Therefore, security for our protocol in the weighted setting comes at a much
lower cost comparatively.

Note that for all success full runs the latency is at most 8 ·δChannel. Furthermore, our protocol
actually induces a lower latency when deployed with unevenly distributed weights. This is
because connectivity is concentrated around the heavy parties which have larger neighborhoods.
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Figure 3: Scalability of WFF protocol. We consider the constant weight distribution, and the
random corruption strategy, with a 50% corruption threshold.

Scalability. A key feature of flooding protocols is their scalability. To benchmark the scalability
of our proposed protocol WFF, we measured, for different numbers of parties, the success rate
of the protocol depending on the average number of messages each party sends (again induced
by varying k). For simplicity, we chose to only include the constant weight distribution (the
performance for varying weight distributions is plotted in Figure 2). The results can be found
in Figure 3. As one can observe, both the average message complexity per party and the
maximum latency only increase logarithmically with the number of parties, again confirming
our theoretical expectations (see Section 3.4).

By the time of writing, there are around 12k running Bitcoin nodes [bit22] and roughly 8k
nodes in the Ethereum network [eth22]. Extrapolating from Figures 2 and 3, it seems that
independently of the stake distribution, WFF can realize a secure flooding network with an
average number of connections per message of just ∼55 for such number of nodes. We conclude
that this is within the realm of the number of connections existing widely used implementations
maintain by default. Note, however, that the workload is not distributed evenly among nodes in
WFF, as heavier nodes need to maintain more connections. In Section 4, we showed that this is
inherent for this type of protocol in the weighted setting.

Estimating protocol parameters for practical security. As already mentioned, the
number of messages a party sends is given by its emulation function E(p) := ⌈αp · n⌉ multiplied
by the protocol parameter k. We now analyze what values one can set k to in order to achieve
security in practice. Figure 4 shows, for the different weight distributions and corruption
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strategies how the success rate and the maximum latency vary depending on the protocol
parameter k.

It is worth mentioning that although, at first sight, our protocols may seem to perform better
for the exponential and few heavy weight distributions, this is actually not the case: while it is
true that the protocol achieves a higher success rate and a lower diameter for smaller values of
k, for both these weight distributions (but not for the constant weight distribution) the average
number of messages sent per party grows by a factor larger than 1 (see Figure 5).
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Figure 4: Success rate and maximum latency of WFF protocol for different weight distributions
and corruption strategies, depending on the protocol parameter k, for n = 1024 parties, a 50%
corruption threshold, a ratio of 106 between richest and poorest parties and c = 10 heavy parties
for FH.
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Figure 5: Average number of messages sent per party for WFF protocol, depending on the
protocol parameter k, for different weight distributions. In the plot, the exponential and few
heavy weight distributions are parameterized by the weight ratio between the lightest and
heaviest party. We assume no corruptions.
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A Erdős–Rényi Graph Results
For completeness we restate a bound on the diameter of Erdős–Rényi graphs from [MNT22].

Lemma 15 (Erdős–Rényi graphs with logarithmic diameter [MNT22]). Let η ∈ N, d ∈ R,
µ, δ1, δ2 ∈ [0, 1], and ρ := d

η . Furthermore, let ν ∈ R, let G
$← GER(η, ρ), and let t0 :=

log
(

µη
(1−δ1)d

)
log((1−δ2)ν) + 1. If

e−dµ + µν

1− µ
≤ 1 and (1− δ2) · ν > 1, (39)

then
Pr[Diam(G) > t0 + 1] ≤ η ·

(
e−

δ2
1d

2 + t0e−
δ2

2ν(1−δ1)d

2

)
+ e−η·(dµ2−2). (40)

Following the instantiation of variables from [MNT22] this leads to the following corollary.

Corollary 5. Let η ∈ N, d ∈ [7,∞], let ρ := d
η , and let G

$← GER(η, ρ). Then

Pr
[
Diam(G) > 7 · log

(
η

2 · d

)
+ 2

]
≤ η ·

(
e− d

18 +
(

6 · log
(

η

2 · d

)
+ 1

)
· e− 7·d

108

)
+ e−η·( d

9 −2).

(41)

Proof. We set
δ1 := δ2 := µ := 1

3 and ν := 7
4 .

The bound now follows from Lemma 15 as the precondition is fulfilled.
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